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Subject: Re: Re[2]: CIA Issue

Body:

Pereira has told me that the issue has been addressed to the official atthe agency who is responsible for 

handling the matter. That person wasinformed that this is not a routine matter and that the agency wants 

thisto be handled appropriately. That person was asked to report back andadvise whether there should be a 

meeting in Washington or at some otherappropriate location. Pereira has assured me that it has the attention 

ofthe appropriate persons.To: Jack_Internet @ jfk-arrb.gov, Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.govcc: 

"Tom_Samoluk/ARRB%ARRB" @ jfk-arrb.gov (bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From: Judge_John_Tunheim @ 

dcn.uscourts.gov @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANTDate: 10/15/97 10:41:36 AM ASTSubject: Re[2]: CIA Issue I 

would like to know what they are doing about it, as soon as possible. Also, Tom was going to try to setup 

meetings (both CIA and NARA re ballistics) on a date in the next several weeks. Do you know what path the 

CIA is following on this one? JRT______________________________ Reply 

Separator_________________________________Subject: Re: CIA IssueAuthor: "Jeremy 

Gunn"<Jeremy_Gunn@jfk-arrb.gov> at ~InternetDate: 10/15/97 10:30 AMJack,I have told Pereira of the 

importance you attach to the CIA issue and hehas assured me that CIA is pursuing it vigorously. With your 

agreement, Iwill tell him that you would like to talk to him about it at the time ofthe next Board meeting, 

which would give CIA the chance to move on itduring the next month. Okay?Best,JeremyReceived: from 

mailrelay.dcn.uscourts.gov (156.119.80.101) bymailgate.dcn.uscourts.gov with SMTP (IMA Internet Exchange 

2.1 Enterprise) id 000300BD; Wed, 15 Oct 9710:48:43-0400Received: from host1.uscourts.gov(really 

[156.119.80.236]) bymailrelay.dcn.uscourts.gov via sendmail with smtp id <m0xLUkw-

000052C@mailrelay.dcn.uscourts.gov> for <JRTunheim@mnd.uscourts.gov>; Wed, 15 Oct 1997 10:49:02 -

0400(EDT) (Smail-3.2 1996-Jul-4 #3 built 1996-Aug-30)Received: by host1.uscourts.gov; id KAA11041; Wed, 15 

Oct 1997 10:49:01-0400Received: from worldcom.com(198.64.193.5) by host1.uscourts.gov via smap(g3.0.3) 

id xma010992; Wed, 15 Oct 97 10:48:46 -0400Received: (from smtp@localhost) by safety.worldcom.com 

(8.8.5/Interliant)idJAA22845 for <JRTunheim@mnd.uscourts.gov>; Wed, 15 Oct 1997 09:48:17 -

0500(CDT)Received: from internet-504.interliant.com(198.64.193.30) bysafety.worldcom.comvia smap (V1.3) 

id smab22795; Wed Oct 15 09:48:16 1997Received: by Internet-504.interliant.com(Lotus SMTP MTA v1.1 

(385.65-6-1997))id 86256531.005179F8 ; Wed, 15 Oct 1997 09:49:56 -0500X-Lotus-FromDomain: ILGW @ 

ARRB @ INTERLIANT @ OUTBOUNDReturn-Receipt-

To:Jeremy_Gunn%ILGW%ARRB%INTERLIANT%OUTBOUND@smtpgw.interliant.comFrom: "Jeremy 

Gunn"<Jeremy_Gunn@jfk-arrb.gov>To: "Jack Internet"<Jack_Internet@jfk-arrb.gov>cc: "Tom 
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